Immunoengineering: a credible mechanism for CAMPATH-1H action in bone marrow and organ transplantation and the implications for treatment of the immune dysfunction AIDS.
Immunoengineering is a term coined to represent the mostly future ability to use or target the immune system's natural components, with emphasis on the regulatory components, to up or down regulate the immune system's attack against specific proteins associated with an unwanted pathology or immune occurrence. It will constitute manipulating parts of the immune system, mostly those specific for the disease associated antigen(s) and generally of a regulatory nature, in various immunological locale or the whole body compartment, to achieve a disease free state for the patient. The number of practical applications awaiting the mastery of immune components as regulatory therapeutics is enormous and immunoengineering should provide treatments in a wide range of disease categories. HIV is a disease where this discipline could provide a quick cure, even eradication of the virus. A potential cheap solution to HIV infection, based on using immunoengineering and adaptable to the infrastructure problems of the Third World is highlighted in the following because of the health emergency that exists in the Third World.